
Words

annihilation - to do away with so that it will never live
argue - to tell a person, “I am right and you are wrong!''
commandments - laws; what we are told to do
control - to make someone or something do as they are told; to keep someone or something in check
create - to make something out of nothing
cult - the way in which a group of people worships
diligently  - very carefully; to do something continuously with all our strength, and the best we can
evangel - good news of Jesus
evangelism - the work of telling people the good news of Jesus
faith - the belief that something is true even if we have not seen it; belief in God
fellowship - when two or more people believe and enjoy the same thing; they tell each other

everything; they feel and think the same about many things
gospel - good news of Jesus
immersion - to go under water
iniquity - sin
lake of fire - place of eternal punishment
mass - a large number; mass evangelism is telling many people at the same time about Jesus
nag - to make trouble by teasing; to tell someone many times, “You should not do this'' or “You

should do this''
personal - belonging to a person
pervert - to turn from truth or right
prejudice  - an opinion formed without full knowledge; to look down on a person who is of

different belief, race or color
reconcile - to make peace between two people who are not friends
recreation - pleasures that make people happy, usually where people play together and have fun

together or just relax
respect - to look up to; good enough to honor
salvation - to be free from the power of sin and the punishment of sin
soul winning - bringing people to Jesus
ungodly  - not like God
watchman - a man who watches over buildings or people so they will not be hurt
witness - to tell what we know about or have heard or have seen
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